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About This Game

Cine Tracer is a realistic cinematography simulator designed by cinematographer Matt Workman of Cinematography
Database. The player uses 5d3b920ae0
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OS: Windows 10

Processor: i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 
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For the high price it has now it is not worth it, most features dont work. The storyboards will turn blank at random and will
crash sometimes. I hope it gets better in the future and maybe ill give it another try.. Hello, I just bought this storyboard tools
and absolutely love it. However I think it needs 2 additional feature to make it a game changer. 1. Importing your own obj
object and fbx. 2. An image plane that can be textured with our custom images with the capability of modifying the texture UV
and to turn on and off the reflection (If it needs to be matte and not interact with existing light) With these two capability, I
think cine tracer possibility are endless since now you can import custom object from the internet and match the background
with your existing set. If you can, please consider prioritizing this so that it can be used in any condition. The ability of
animating the props is also great (I think you should also make a recording function as well in the future) but its not as important
as those two I mentioned.. Such an amazing game at first I was hesitant to buy the game because of the high price tag and what I
thought the game would be like but seriously this game is amazing and more than I ever thought it would be and over the past
day I built my churches auditorum and it looks so close the the real thing and i'll be able to use this game to plan where I'll want
to put cameras and see their angles. BUY THIS GAME IF YOUR A FILMMAKER!!!!! I also love how kind and open the
developer is and takes down all our feature requests.. i am facing a over heating issue on my mac book pro 2017 , is there any
hardware specifications for smooth work flow. Like most have said, this is a great app in the making, it just isnu2019t quite
there yet. I suppose it depends on whou2019s using it, but as a cinematographer, Iu2019m asking myself why thereu2019s a full-
fledged character posing system when there isnu2019t any bounce? Why are there different shape rooftops when I canu2019t
simply build a simple square room at a given LxWxH? If this is primarily a cinematography tool, the priorities seem a bit out of
order. Biggest issue: it would make much more sense to have a camerau2019s view constantly Picture-in-Picture at the corner of
the screen while you light. Rather than having to re-enter it all the time (and risk accidentally changing the framing). And maybe
a hotkey to change cameras if you have more than one. Other issues: -No diffusion? No nets? -No fresnel lights? No China
balls? No 1x1 LED panels? Perhaps a single LED panel that could be resized would be best. This could apply to flags as well,
soft boxes, etc. -Free camera mode is great. The other cameras should all behave in the same way. -The ability to turn off a light
while preserving itu2019s intensity would be helpful. Also nice would be the ability to group lights, so you can control or turn
off multiple fixtures at once. -Camera white balance would be cool. -Auto-generating a lighting plan would be an amazing
feature. -UI is obviously a work in progress so I wonu2019t be too harsh, but there needs to at least be feedback when capturing
a camera shot. -If some characters have better shaders, that should be made clear in the character picker. Perhaps more
generally, it should be clear what aspects of the app are u201caccurateu201d and which arenu2019t. -Undo button please!
Overall it can be frustrating but itu2019s fun to use. I look forward to this tool maturing and becoming part of my everyday
toolkit.
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